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Welcome  to Class -1
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I like books !
Big books, Little books,

Happy books,
Sad books,

Books with pictures,
Books with words,

I like books.

PUBLIC SCHOOL DARBHANGA



How Many ( Lesson-1 )
Read this poem.

• I am little Jumbo , short and fat.

• Look at my face and my two bright hats.

• I have a nice big smile and a big, big nose,

• And big brown shoes, covering my toes.



This  is Jumbo. He has two Eyes.
He has one Long nose.
He has two big ears.

Jumbo loves bananas.
He has  five bananas.

He eats four.
Now, he has one.

Jumbo see four apples.
He sees one monkey.
He sees three birds.
He claps his Hands.
Two birds fly away.
Now, there is one!



Meet Jumbo. He sees four apples 
and three birds on the tree.  

He loves to eat bananas. 
He claps his hands loudly when two birds 

fly away. 
Now , only one bird is left.

Explanation: 



Count and write:
(1) hats _________  (2) nose ___________ (3) shoes _________

New words :
(1) long  (2) monkey (3) bananas (4) clap 

(5) fly (6) birds (7) hands (8) away 

Make Sentences:
(1) long- I have long hair.

(2) fly- Birds fly in the sky.

Read the chapter and practice all the questions



Answer the following questions

(Q-1) How many birds are there on the tree?
(a) There are five birds on the tree.
(b) There are three birds on the tree.
(c) There are two birds on the tree.

(Q-2) What does Jumbo Love ?
(a) Jumbo loves apples 
(b) Jumbo loves monkeys.
(c) Jumbo loves bananas.

(Q-3) Why do the birds fly away ?
(a) Monkey claps its hands.
(b) Jumbo claps his hands.
(c) Both a and b.

(Q4) Write (T) for the sentence that is true.
(a) Jumbo has five bananas.    ________
(b) There are many monkeys on the tree. ______
(c) There is one bird on the tree. ________



So students practice this chapter at  your home and learn 
the poem. Remember all the points mentioned in this 

Chapter. Learn new words and do the self learning worksheet on 
‘Jumbo’.

Draw and colour the ‘ JUMBO’ on A-4 sheet.

#Stay Safe # Stay Healthy!

 Resource: Glitter book


